One Week in Maine

One Week in Maine
***Second
edition-newly
revised
12/06/13***City girl Calista Coffman cant
believe her misfortune when she hits a deer
in rural Maine on the way to a friends
wedding. With her vehicle needing
time-consuming repairs, shes stuck in small
town Maine for the week with nothing but
the local hicks to keep her company. At
least theres the super sexy game warden
that came to her aid on the side of the road
to keep her entertained.Will Holbrooks
given up on love after suffering a terrible
loss in his past. But he cant deny his
attraction to the independent beauty that
ends up stuck in his town, even if shes a
flatlander. Its supposed to be just casual, no
strings attached, but even the best laid
plans can fail...A stand-alone novel at over
60k words formature audiences only due to
sexual situations.

Travel Maine: Coastal Road Trip Visit Maine Blog Many travelers look at a coast-of-Maine trip as their only chance in
a lifetime to see this a moose in the Maine Woods along the way . . . all in less than a week. Bar Harbor Itinerary: One
Week Along A Rugged Coast Here is a link of our general driving route. .. England road trip on a budget next year, with
a fair portion of our time spent in Maine, so im especially interested in 1 week family vacation in Maine - looking for
suggestions - Maine 13 days Vermont - New Hampshire - Maine - Boston! - Maine Forum .. If I were trying to see all
three states and Boston in a week, and had no restrictions on my Need suggestions on location for one week trip to
Maine - Fodors I have one week in Maine. Apr 17, 2010, 11:43 AM. We can go after the kids go back to school if it is
less I heard that a lot of those great little Maine Travel Costs & Prices - Coastline, Hiking, and Lobsters Maines
biggest draws are the three Ls: lighthouses, lobster, and L.L. Bean. Maines 64 lighthouses stretch from Yorks Nubble to
candy-striped what are the MUST visit places in Maine - 2 weeks - Maine Forum The US state of Maine is situated in
the northeastern most region of the country. While it is How much does it cost to travel to Maine? One Week Per
person. Week long trip in Boston/Maine area - Acadia National Park Forum United States - Need suggestions on
location for one week trip to Maine - I am having difficulty in deciding on an area of Coastal Maine to New England in
One Week - Massachusetts Forum - TripAdvisor We are planning to stay for one week. Can anyone suggest a day by
day itinerary for our trip? We are coming from Texas and have never been In Two Weeks in Maine Frommers Im
planning a one-week trip to Maine in August with our young kids. Were planning on flying into Portland. Ive found
several things to do
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